
 Coaching Legends Invitational 

Saturday, September 29, 2012 

 

After an exciting conference win on Thursday, where many of the runners invested a lot of 
emotional energy in racing their rivals, it was hard to predict how the athletes would respond to racing 
again on Saturday. It turns out that the Hornets really like to race. 

A series of huge and important PR’s were set in the varsity race. WilsonM, Corcoran, and 
BurnettC all made substantial progress towards breaking the all-important 17:00 barrier, while 
Adamovicz and Milley earned their varsity letters by running 17:30 exactly. These five would have 
taken five of the top seven spots, including the first three, in the reserve race. Instead, they gained 
varsity experience in a very tough field. Considering that nine of the ten Saline runners in the varsity 
race will be back next year, this was some extremely valuable experience. 

The final scores put Saline in 13th place in the eighteen-team field. In 2011, Saline was 3rd in this 
race, so the coaches expected a higher finish today. Before considering today a disappointment, 
there are a few key differences to consider. First, in 2011, Saline sat three runners and did run two 
that ended up being All-State. This year, our top eight runners were held out of the line-up. Also, in 
2011, the field was not nearly as competitive nor as large as it was this year. Of course I would have 
liked for our runners to have finished higher up in the standings, but I also have a hard time being 
disappointed with the huge progress our scorers made today. 

With strong programs like Brighton, Rockford, and Novi in attendance, along with St. Francis 
from Ohio, and eight of our own runners out of the line-up, Saline’s reserve team faced a very tough 
challenge. The final scores put St. Francis 17 points ahead of the Hornets, but I am not sure it is fair 
to consider the runners we had in the Reserve race as our “second string” of runners. With that in 
mind, we won’t count the losses in the varsity race towards the varsity squad’s record. Nor will we 
count the loss in the reserve race towards the reserve squad’s record.  

Ten guys in the reserve race did manage to make benchmark times, breaking through one-
minute barriers from 20:00 all the way down to sub 18:00 for Crowley. Another impressive barrier that 
WAS NOT broken was the 23:00 mark. For the first time in quite a while, every Saline runner was 
under twenty-three minutes. Nice work!  

Other highlights of the reserve race included Althaus’s great performance and exciting progress 
from new runners Crowley and Davis. Greene’s time of 18:19 is one of the most impressive efforts 
that I saw today. I thought Head and Hogan had particularly good races and I was glad to see Paxton, 
WilsonC, Conzelmann, and Charles work together to all dip below 19:00 for the first time. 

The last three races have been absolutely filled with PR efforts, revealing that our runners are 
doing the right things to get them to where they want to be. As we head into the final stretch of the 
season, make sure that you make it to the line at Jamboree #3, Regionals, and the State meet ready 
to race your best. 
 

Varsity Point Leaders 
PraschanG 39 
Jennings 37 
Hall 35 
Lamus 32 
Kitto 29 
Dolsen 29 
BurnettC 29 
Dunn 21 
Corcoran 21 
Adamovicz 19 
Elms 17 
Warila 17 
Tolly 17 
Blankenship 15 
Morse 15 
Crowley 15 
WilsonM 14 
Dew 13 
Althaus 11 
Braun 11 
Cayen 10 

 

Varsity Points 
213 39% Seniors 

126 23% Juniors 

134 25% Sophomores 

71 13% Freshmen 

 

Coming Up…   
Those competing at Portage will leave Saturday morning.  The top seven will leave early by Coach 
Spina’s truck. All others will ride the bus. Bring lunch and dinner!  
 
It is homecoming week. Keep yourselves healthy, rested, and out of trouble. You have a commitment to 

your teammates. Don’t let the team down. 

When the guy says go, you start to suffer -- or you 

might as well not be out there. It's a small piece of 

your life, make it hurt. ~ Aaron Cox 

From Pre’s High School Journal 
What does cross country do for the 
athlete? 
1. It builds toughness (both mentally 
and physically) 
2. Character – You have to be a 
special breed of cat to get up for that 
workout 
3. Builds pride – when you succeed in 
a tough workout or race you feel good 
about it and you should 
4. Dedication – you have to be 
dedicated because [you are]  the only 
person that can do the work – no one 
else can do it for you. 
5. Friendship – The guys you workout 
with have a very common bond and 
interest.  All of you can relate to the 
work you have done and have to do. 
Cross Country Training & Racing 
1. Know your competition 
2. Know the course 
3. Practice for the race 

Jambo #2 

Furey, WilsonM, Skonecki, 
Mienecke 
 

Portage  – All athletes that have 
ran 18:30 will be attending 
Portage.  

Saline CC by the numbers… 

2 6:49 17:24 56.1 
Number of 

athletes that 

earned their 

varsity letters 

today 

Greene’s second split 

in the two mile 

preview in August. 

Today, he averaged 

5:55 for 3.1 miles 

The time of the tenth 

fastest freshman 

Saline has ever had. 

Adamovicz, Crowley, 

and Blankenship… Have 

anything to say? 

Percent of Saline 

runners in today’s 

race that PR’ed 

 


